The Southwestern Players

Present

"The Silver Cord"

By SIDNEY HOWARD

MAY 25, 1942

8:30 P.M.

HARDIE AUDITORIUM
THE CHARACTERS

(In order of their appearance)

Hester ........... Sue Potts
David ................... .. Willis Ensign
Robert....................... Will Bowden
Christina .................. Justine Klyce
Mrs. Phelps ................ Jessamine Grimes
Maid .................................. Marianna Woodson

The action occurs in the present day in Mrs. Phelps' house, which is situated in one of the more mature residential developments of an eastern American city.

ACT I
The living room on Sunday afternoon.

ACT II
Scene 1: The living room again early that same evening.
Scene 2: David's bedroom later in the evening.

ACT III
The living room, the morning after.
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